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Charles Hurst Ferrari are delighted to present an exceptional
offering from our Approved collection: the Ferrari GTC4Lusso.
This stunning model embodies the luxury and performance
synonymous with the Ferrari brand, designed to cater to
discerning drivers seeking an extraordinary all-wheel drive grand
tourer. The GTC4Lusso stands out with its powerful 6.3-liter V12
engine, which produces an impressive 690 BHP. It effortlessly
combines high performance with sophisticated handling,
ensuring a smooth and exhilarating driving experience. Whether
navigating tight city streets or cruising on open highways, the
GTC4Lusso performs with unmatched agility and responsiveness.
This vehicle is presented in a striking Nero Daytona exterior, a
colour that enhances its elegant yet sporty silhouette. The
interior is just as luxurious, upholstered in a rich Nero leather
that complements the exterior perfectly. The cabin is equipped
with state-of-the-art technology and crafted with attention to
detail, offering both driver and passengers comfort and style
that is expected from a Ferrari. Under the stringent criteria of
the Ferrari Approved program, this GTC4Lusso has been
meticulously inspected by our team of Ferrari-trained
technicians. It has passed comprehensive checks, ensuring all
aspects of the vehicle meet our high standards of quality and
performance. The approval process includes detailed scrutiny of
its mechanical functions, electrical systems, and cosmetic
condition, ensuring the car is delivered in flawless working order.
Owning this Ferrari GTC4Lusso means more than just driving a
luxury car; it's about experiencing the prestige and passion that
comes with a meticulously crafted Ferrari. At Charles Hurst
Ferrari, we offer tailored finance options and an exceptional
customer service experience, ensuring your Ferrari ownership is
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Fuel Type: Petrol
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Colour: Black
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as remarkable as the car itself. Visit us at Charles Hurst Ferrari
to experience the allure of the GTC4Lusso. Let us help you make
a statement on the road and enjoy the craftsmanship and
performance only Ferrari can offer

Vehicle Features

4 Wheel Drive, 20" Diamond-cut forged wheels, Air Conditioning,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels, Carbon fibre steering wheel with LEDs,
Climate Control, Cruise Control, Electric Seats, Fixed panoramic
glass sunroof, Front & Rear Parking Sensors, Giallo modena
brake calipers, Heated Seats, Isofix Mounting Points, Panoramic
sunroof, Parking Sensors, Power Operated Tailgate, Power
Steering, Power tailgate, Satellite Navigation, Scuderia Ferrari
shields on fenders, Sunroof, Touch screen display
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